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Abstract—A 25-Gb/s direct modulation of an 850-nm implantconfined holey vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) is
demonstrated with a low operation current density of 7.4 KA/cm .
The high-speed performance arises from cavity designs that are
achieved using standard fabrication and epitaxial materials. The
etched holey structure is incorporated into the top mirror of the
VCSEL to tailor the size of the optical cavity independent from that
of the electrical current aperture, enabling us to achieve high-speed
modulation and low operation current density simultaneously.
Index Terms—High-speed modulation, optical interconnects,
semiconductor lasers, vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers
(VCSELs).
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I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) is a
suitable laser source for short-haul optical communications, owing to its ability for low-cost high-volume manufacture,
low power consumption, and other unique advantages. Highspeed direct modulation of a VCSEL is desired to further the
transmission capacity of communication networks, such as Ethernet local area networks and board-level optical interconnects.
Recently a variety of approaches have been exploited to improve
the direct modulation bandwidth of VCSELs in different wavelength regimes [1]–[7]. Among the approaches taken, some enabling technologies have been identified through the optimization of VCSEL epitaxial designs, which include the tapered
oxide structure [2], the buried tunnel junction [3], [7], and the incorporation of quantum-well materials with higher differential
gain [2]–[6]. However, the incorporation of a photonic crystal or
a generalized holey structure into the top distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) of the VCSEL offers a different optimization dimension. This approach enables us to engineer the index guiding
of the transverse optical modes independent from the electrical
(or current injection) aperture. A large modulation bandwidth
can be achieved from reducing the optical modal volume and increasing the laser efficiency. Meanwhile, a relatively large electrical aperture can be maintained to ensure a low operation current density, enabling us to improve VCSEL reliability at the
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Fig. 1. (a) Cross section schematic and (b) optical image of the holey VCSEL.

same time [8]. Moreover, the holey VCSEL approach is independent of the epitaxial design and operation wavelengths [9],
and thus can be combined with other methodologies to improve
modulation bandwidth.
In our prior work, the small- and large-signal modulation
characteristics of implant-confined holey VCSELs have been
studied [1], [10]. Despite a maximum small-signal bandwidth
(or 3-dB electrical bandwidth) of 18 GHz, the large-signal
performance of holey VCSELs can be severely hindered by
the carrier diffusion effect arising from the size difference between the electrical and optical apertures, making it difficult
to predict the large-signal performance of a VCSEL from the
small-signal measurements [10]. It was found that a small aperture size difference (less than 4 m in diameter) can minimize
the carrier diffusion effect and thus achieve large-signal modulation at higher data rates [10]. In this work, we demonstrate the
25-Gb/s operation of an implant-confined holey VCSEL with a
small aperture size difference of 2.6 m. The operation current
density is as low as 7.4 KA/cm . The device design parameters,
small-signal characteristics, and bit-error-ratio (BER) measurement for a multimode fiber link are also presented.
II. DEVICE STRUCTURE AND DC PROPERTIES
Fig. 1(a) illustrates the cross section schematic of a holey
VCSEL. The implant-confined VCSELs were fabricated from
a wafer with a conventional 850-nm epitaxy design. Protons are
cm
implanted with 340-keV energy and a dose of
[11]. Coplanar ground-signal-ground contacts were deposited
on planarized polyimide to reduce parasitic capacitance and facilitate on-wafer high-speed measurement. The holey structures
were defined using electron beam lithography and etched approximately 16 periods (out of 21 total periods) into the top
DBR. The fabrication process was discussed in more details in
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Fig. 2. (a) – –

and (b) optical spectrum of the holey VCSEL.

[1]. Fig. 1(b) shows the optical image of the holey VCSEL supporting 25-Gb/s operation reported in this work. This particular
VCSEL has a 11- m diameter implant aperture, and the lattice
m and hole diameter
m, resulting in
spacing
an optical aperture diameter of 8.4 m. The aperture size difference is 2.6 m in diameter, and thus the carrier diffusion effect
is expected to diminish.
Fig. 2(a) illustrates the continuous-wave light–current–voltage ( – – ) characteristics of the holey VCSEL.
The holey VCSEL has a threshold current of 1.8 mA, a slope
efficiency of 0.27 W/A, and a series resistance of 57.6 . The
– – of an 11- m diameter implant VCSEL without an
etched pattern is also plotted for comparison. The increased
slope efficiency (i.e., between 5- and 8-mA current) of the
holey VCSEL is due to the decreasing diffraction loss from
the improved index guiding [1]. Fig. 2(b) illustrates the optical
spectrum of the holey VCESL biased at dc current of 9 mA
with and without the 25-Gb/s modulation.
III. SMALL- AND LARGE-SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS
For the high-speed modulation experiment, a lensed
50/125- m graded-index multimode fiber (MMF) and a
25-GHz photodetector are used to collect output light from the
holey VCSEL under test. For small-signal modulation, modulation voltage is supplied from a network analyzer via a 40-GHz
ground–signal–ground microwave probe. For large-signal modulation, modulation voltage is supplied from a pattern generator
producing a nonreturn-to-zero pseudorandom bit sequence
. For a back-to-back (BTB) measurement,
(PRBS) of
a 4-m 50/125- m MMF is used; then a 100-m 50/125- m
MMF (i.e., OM2 fiber) is added to evaluate link performance
over a longer distance. The eye diagrams are measured with an
80-GHz sampling oscilloscope, and BER is measured using an
error detector.
Fig. 3 shows the small-signal modulation characteristics of
the holey VCSEL at different dc currents. The maximum modulation bandwidth of 15.5 GHz is achieved at 10 mA. In order
to obtain the laser parameters, such as the -factor, the modulation current efficiency factor (MCEF) and -factor, for comparison with other VCSEL technologies, the measured modulation
response is fitted using the theoretical three-pole laser transfer
function [12]. While the relaxation oscillation (RO) frequency
is relatively easy to identify, the parasitic bandwidth is determined jointly with an equivalent circuit model through a scattering parameter S measurement [13]. The calculated parasitic
bandwidth is between 15 and 20 GHz for the dc current varying
from 2 to 10 mA. At 10 mA, for example, the fitted junction
resistance, pad capacitance, and mesa resistance (capacitance)

Fig. 3. Small-signal modulation characteristics of the holey VCSEL at four
different dc currents.

Fig. 4. (a) Measured RO frequency as a function of dc currents. (b) Damping
factor as a function of RO frequency.

are 32 , 310 fF, and 56 (35 fF), respectively. In Fig. 3, the
thin curves indicate the fitted responses. A large deviation from
the measured responses can be seen at the frequencies below
5 GHz, consistent with our observation in the prior work [1].
This phenomenon may be attributed to the carrier diffusion from
the nonuniform current density in the VCSEL transverse plane
[14], or it may also be related to our present epitaxy design, for
which more explanation will be given from the large-signal results.
Fig. 4(a) shows the RO frequency versus the square root
of the dc current above the threshold current. The -factor
measured before the RO frequency
is 5.03 GHz/mA
starts to saturate at the dc current of 7 mA. The MCEF is
if the low frequency ( 5 GHz) roll off
5.57 GHz/mA
is neglected. For a better comparison of the -factor and
the MEFC between the holey VCSEL and the conventional
VCSEL, the aperture size difference should be considered,
because the charge carriers and laser modes need to spatially
overlap in order to interact effectively. For this particular holey
VCSEL, if the aperture size ratio of 11 m/8.4 m is used, the
equivalent -factor and MCEF are 6.59 and 7.29 GHz/mA ,
respectively, which are higher than those of the 850-nm GaAs
quantum-well VCSELs reported in prior work [5]. From the
small-signal perspective, the equivalent -factor and MCEF
can be improved by reducing the optical aperture and thus
the optical modal volume [12]. For a holey VCSEL, however,
decreasing the optical aperture is constrained by the small aperture size difference that needs be kept in order to ensure a high
data-rate large-signal operation [10]. The damping factor shows
a nonlinear dependence on the square of the RO frequency,
as the damping from thermal effects become more significant
at higher dc currents, which makes it difficult to determine
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current density [8], a substantial improvement of VCSEL reliability should be expected.
IV. CONCLUSION

Fig. 5. Eye diagram of the holey VCSEL for (a) 25 Gb/s after BTB transmission (b) 25 Gb/s after 104-m MMF transmission (c) 20-Gb/s and (d) 28-Gb/s
BTB transmission (horizontal: 20 ps/div, vertical: 0.27 mW/div).

In this work, we demonstrate 25-Gb/s direct modulation of an
implant-confined holey VCSEL with a low current density of
7.4 KA/cm . The small-signal modulation characteristics and
the BER measurements for a 100-m MMF link are also presented. With an appropriate holey structure, the size of the optical cavity can be reduced independent from that of the electrical cavity, enabling us to achieve high-speed operation and
low operation current density simultaneously. This approach
can be combined with other optimization methodologies or implemented at other wavelengths in the future for high-speed
modulation operation.
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Fig. 6. BER versus received optical power after a transmission over a 4-m and
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